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ACT I

Scene 1

A room with two chairs and table. ADAM puts tinsel

around it. Soft piano music is playing as MEGAN

enters. She gasps at the sight.

ADAM

You’re up early, aren’t you?

MEGAN simply stares.

ADAM

Come on, give me some time! I’m not Santa. I need

enough time to wrap -

MEGAN

Frigging Santa. Oh man. Oh man.

ADAM

I know you’re ok. Just... excited it’s Christmas,

right?

MEGAN

Yes. I frigging love Santa. I love him so much. I

love... you...

She bursts into sobs.

ADAM

No need for crying. There’s only time for laughter. You

know/

MEGAN

/Time for laughing. Time enough.

ADAM

You... love me?

MEGAN

Well, you know... I...

ADAM

Yes?

MEGAN

I... do. I do. I do. I’m sorry but I do. I still do.

ADAM

Why are you apologizing? It’s your love, not mine. Only

you are responsible for it.
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MEGAN

Hah... that sounds like you, alright.

ADAM

Glad to be of service.

[beat]

MEGAN walks towards the tinsel display in

admiration.

MEGAN

The music’s right as well.

ADAM

It should be. You picked it.

MEGAN

You know what I mean though. A tune doesn’t stay good

in your head forever.

ADAM

Actually it does. Recall/

MEGAN

/Hey, I still recall it being good. Let’s leave it at

that, yeah?

[beat]

MEGAN

So... what’s the plan for the big day?

ADAM

Whatever you want. Christmas only comes once a year.

[beat]

MEGAN

I had it all planned. All of it. I couldn’t bring it

with me, though. Couldn’t/

ADAM

/you would’ve been/

MEGAN

/let’s not talk about that now.

[beat]

MEGAN

I can’t be scared. Not now.
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ADAM

Come here. Come and sit with me.

She gingerly comes forward and he takes her hand.

He pulls her onto his lap.

MEGAN

Oh! I... I... it feels so...

ADAM

I have that effect on women.

MEGAN

It’s warm and oh... so tender.

ADAM

So, what did you want to do?

[beat]

MEGAN

It’s hard to say, I just...

ADAM

I can tell that you’re shocked.

MEGAN

Damn straight. It’s one thing in your head, what you

remember and now...seeing it in the flesh...

ADAM

That’s not/

MEGAN

/You know what I mean.

ADAM

You are one for planning though. Too much so, actually.

MEGAN laughs, stroking his hair. She looks at his

face, frustrated.

MEGAN

It’s hard for just one day. I was planning on bedroom

duty for most of it, or to be like children - singing

carols, playing games and chatting the breeze until -

ADAM

Chatting the breeze? How old are you?

[beat]
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ADAM

Sorry.

MEGAN

Sorry, what?

ADAM

I don’t follow.

MEGAN

Call me by my name. Say it the way you used to.

ADAM

The way I used to?

MEGAN

(panicked)

Humour me. Please.

[beat]

MEGAN

I need to feel that way again. I don’t need to spell it

out to you. I want to hear my name.

ADAM

Megan, come now. Let’s not get so stressed about one

day.

MEGAN starts sobbing again.

ADAM

Oh no...

MEGAN

It’s not bad, really! I’m just so overwhelmed. No-one

can say it quite like you/

ADAM

/But...

MEGAN

(firmly)

It sounds that way to me. The way you look at me - the

way your hand is - it could all be from me but it feels

right. Doesn’t matter if it’s not...

ADAM

I have a cracker for you.

He reaches about the floor and picks it up.
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MEGAN

Aha! Haven’t had one of those for ages.

ADAM

That’s what the records say. Come on.

They both pull on the cracker.

MEGAN

Awww, finishes so quickly, doesn’t it? Crack and bang.

ADAM

You do get a toy.

MEGAN

I guess. And a hat! Could do with one of those.

She puts the hat on each of their heads and starts

laughing.

MEGAN

Never would I see the day where you’d willingly let

yourself look so silly!

ADAM

When in Rome.

MEGAN

It’s such a weird tradition, cracker pulling. Where did

it originate from?

ADAM

I know, but Adam wouldn’t, so I think I shouldn’t/

MEGAN

/Answer that. Gotcha.

ADAM

I’m sorry.

MEGAN

Don’t be! I keep telling you not to apologise. You are

Adam to me.

ADAM

So I can’t apologise now?

[beat]

MEGAN

It’s the essence of him, I guess - he’d apologise in

actions, in deeds, rather than words. He rarely ever

said it... but then he didn’t need to. Something like

(MORE)
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MEGAN (cont’d)
that. The Santa corp gave me the scripting and the

records but I didn’t want to read him... them, I mean.

It’s better this way. I didn’t want to consult them too

much... in case...

ADAM

I see.

[beat]

MEGAN

Damn rambling. So, how do you feel about it all?

ADAM

About which part?

MEGAN

Let’s start with Christmas.

ADAM

Didn’t you want to do something else?

[beat]

MEGAN

I want to talk, though.

ADAM

I was told you had other plans...

MEGAN

Well, today I feel like talking. His voice is what I

miss the most, actually. More than the sex.

ADAM

Am I supposed to be offended at that, as Adam?

MEGAN

It’s up to you.

[beat]

ADAM

In any case, ask away.

MEGAN

Well, how do you feel this Christmas?

ADAM

Well, he... I... never felt too strongly about it. It

was always you.
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MEGAN

You got that right! He always said it was for children,

really...

ADAM

But I can see the effect it has on you. An energy.

MEGAN

Christmas is always hard on your own. It’s been years

and...

ADAM

It is reassuring that I could make you happy for one

day.

MEGAN

You have, you really have. I don’t feel like I have to

put on a brave face or anything around you.

ADAM

The day is far from over.

MEGAN

I know. I’m just playing this by ear. I’m gonna regret

this later, but there is something... something I want

to ask.

ADAM

I can’t answer completely accurately. It’s going by his

records and/

MEGAN

Humans aren’t completely accurate either.

[beat]

MEGAN

Did you want... children?

[beat]

ADAM looks at her blankly.

MEGAN

Oh, right. Well, yeah, Adam of course. You can’t do it,

can you?

ADAM

I... seemed likely to want to have children.

[beat]
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MEGAN

This sounds messed up... so bloody surreal.

ADAM

(oblivious)

70% certain.

[beat]

MEGAN

To get that kind of figure is pretty big. Wow, imagine

the family round the tree, opening gifts... hmm... I

wonder...

ADAM

I would warn you about what to ask. It’s not good to

dwell on this. Think about the present moment, as they

say.

MEGAN

The present... the present is this. What that

corporation, what Santa gave me. Time for this.

ADAM

A present is a positive reality for you. That’s what

you asked for, what you paid the Santa corp for. I

would have to be truthful and they would worry about

what questions you would ask me.

[beat]

MEGAN

Why, was he hiding anything?

ADAM

Define hiding.

MEGAN

Something he didn’t want me specifically to know?

ADAM

Every human hides things. It’s the essence of their

survival.

MEGAN

Nice save.

She swings off his lap and sits in the chair.

MEGAN

I’m sorry, I’m sorry. I just thought that I could get

to/
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ADAM

/Don’t apologise.

MEGAN

I won’t ask any more questions. I have a piece of paper

here with them on.

MEGAN uncrumples a piece of paper.

ADAM

What are you going to do with them?

[beat]

MEGAN

I’ll tear it up. I can’t... I don’t know what I was

thinking.

ADAM

It is cathartic for humans, apparently. A therapy.

Don’t feel bad.

MEGAN

It’s scary how much you sound like Adam, even though

you’re mechanical. It’s scary.

ADAM

Maybe he was mechanically minded.

MEGAN

Haha! You have his sense of humour too.

[beat]

MEGAN

Are you curious about the paper?

ADAM

Not really.

MEGAN

Of course you wouldn’t.

[beat]

MEGAN

Right. How much time do we have?

ADAM

You have exactly 3 hours left.

MEGAN rips up the paper and throws it into the

air. The paper showers down slowly over their

heads.
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ADAM

Was that supposed to symbolise snow? A human sign?

MEGAN

Er... something like that. Anyway, shush.

She comes over to him and kneels beside him,

kissing him softly on the lips.

MEGAN

Merry Christmas.

BLACKOUT.


